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Abstract: Models of the chemical evolution of the interstellar medium, galaxies, and the
Universe rely on our understanding of the amounts and chemical composition of the ma-
terial returned by stars and supernovae. Stellar yields are obtained from stellar-evolution
models, which currently lack predictive prescriptions of stellar mass loss, although it
significantly affects stellar lifetimes, nucleosynthesis, and chemical ejecta.
Galaxy properties are derived from observations of the integrated light of bright member
stars. Stars in the late stages of their evolution are among the infrared-brightest objects
in galaxies. An unrealistic treatment of the mass-loss process introduces significant un-
certainties in galaxy properties derived from their integrated light.
We describe current efforts and future needs and opportunities to characterize AGB out-
flows: driving mechanisms, outflow rates, underlying fundamental physical and chemi-
cal processes such as dust grain formation, and dependency of these on metallicity.
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Background: stellar outflows
The large majority of stars experience mass loss via surface outflows over a sizeable fraction
of their lives. Low-to-intermediate mass stars (0.8M .MZAMS . 8M) develop increasingly
strong outflows during their late evolutionary stages on the asymptotic giant branch (AGB),
possibly with episodic modulations. Mass-loss rates are so high (10−8 − 10−4M/yr) that these
stars are eventually stripped of the entire envelopes, leaving white dwarfs as compact remnants.
Massive stars (MZAMS &8M) develop strong winds during most of their evolution. Mass loss
is expected to significantly affect the structure and evolution at MZAMS > 15M, as well as
the subsequent supernova explosion. Additionally, since the circumstellar environment of a
progenitor will be swept up and reprocessed during and after the supernova event74 or possibly
even survive26,75, we need to understand the physics and chemistry of these outflows. While the
driving mechanisms of mass loss in hot, luminous stars (e.g. blue supergiants, luminous blue
variables) are fairly well known, we still lack a comprehensive understanding of the stellar out-
flows in bright and cool evolved stars (red supergiants and AGB stars), where various complex
processes are simultaneously at work: dust formation, stellar pulsation, and convection.
Figure 1 summarizes contributions of stellar outflows and supernovae to the galactic inster-
stellar medium85. In this paper we address the challenges to characterize outflows from AGB
stars in particular. The circumstellar chemistry of AGB stars is set by the atmospheric C/O
abundance ratio. The O-rich and C-rich giants listed in Fig. 1 are AGB stars with C/O < 1
and C/O > 1, respectively. Although the underlying driving mechanisms are different, the
outflows from red supergiants and yellow hypergiants, two types of evolved massive stars, are
remarkably similar to those of O-rich AGB stars in terms of their gas and dust chemistry.
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Figure 1: Stellar contributions to galactic interstellar gas and dust budgets85.
Mass-loss rates
We need to quantify stellar mass-loss rates to constrain the effect of outflows on stellar evolu-
tion. By deriving mass-loss rates for both the gas and dust in the outflows (M˙gas, M˙dust) we can
obtain a dust-to-gas mass ratio, a proxy for dust-production efficiency. We review the methods
used, the uncertainties surrounding these, and the observations needed to advance the field.
Gas-mass-loss rates of AGB stars can be derived from observations of CO rotational tran-
sitions. Whereas CO (J = 1 − 0) emission, at 3 mm wavelength, traces the outermost, coldest
molecular gas (3 − 10 K), higher-excitation transitions (J > 7 − 6) – not observable from the
ground – trace the dense, warm (500−2000 K) gas close to the star. A multi-transition approach,
covering both the low- and high-excitation emission provides the most reliable outflow models
by constraining the temperature and density of the entire circumstellar environment, and with
that the mass-loss history of the star. Several studies have derived sample statistics or have
performed detailed case studies for Galactic sources using ground- and space-based facilities
9,17,18,20,64,71,72. In contrast, CO emission has been observed for only 4 extragalactic AGB stars
33, although it is essential that we understand the effect of metallicity on mass loss. For these
four stars, only the J = 2−1 emission was measured using the Atacama Large Millimetre/Sub-
millimetre Array (ALMA). This emission is not the best outflow tracer since it probes mainly
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the outermost regions of the outflow, which are most affected by external factors such as disso-
ciation by interstellar UV irradiation18. In addition, this approach can realistically provide M˙gas
for only a limited fraction of the AGB populations in the Small and Large Magellanic Clouds
(SMC, LMC), since all CO transitions have to be measured individually.
The way forward: Instantaneous observations of CO transition ladders, covering a large
range in excitation properties, can provide an enormous improvement to M˙gas-quantifications.
The SAFARI instrument for ESA’s proposed SPICA mission and the OSS instrument for the
proposed ORIGINS Space Telescope, broadband direct detectors in the far-infrared (FIR),
would provide instantaneous coverage of a large number of CO lines at sensitivities better
by over two orders of magnitude than the Herschel Space Observatory/PACS instrument8. The
enormous gain in detector sensitivity opens the possibility to measure M˙gas also for AGB stars in
the SMC/LMC, i.e. at significantly lower-than-solar metallicity. Additionally, ORIGINS/OSS
would outperform SPICA in these studies with a broader wavelength coverage, a higher spec-
tral resolution (needed to unblend molecular spectra), and a higher spatial resolution (needed to
isolate individual extragalactic outflows). Based on Herschel/PACS+SPIRE fluxes for the pro-
totypical source IRC +10 21664, we could detect CO emission at .300 µm for on the order 100
evolved stars in the LMC with S/N = 3 − 10 in 1-hour integrations with ORIGINS/OSS. This
would be limited to stars with M˙gas & 10−6 M/yr, meaning that it covers a significant fraction
of the AGB population, but misses stars with mass-loss rates M˙gas = 10−8 − 10−6 M/yr. As we
currently do for galactic AGB stars, we could constrain the gas kinetic temperature and density
structure of the outflows, and with that possibly the mass-loss history of these extragalactic
stars, through radiative-transfer modelling of the CO emission.
Figure 2: AGB outflow structure. White boxes: major chemical and physical processes, blue
boxes: contribution of existing, planned, and proposed facilities.
Dust-mass-loss rates and the bulk properties of circumstellar dust (size distribution, chem-
ical composition, temperature structure) are used alongside CO emission to set up empirical
outflow models20,45,46,51,68. There is a known dichotomy in the chemical properties of the dusty
outflows. Amorphous carbon dust and silicon carbide appear together in the outflows of C-
enriched stars, whereas silicates, alumina, and water ice dominate the dust emission of stars
with C/O<1. The broad spectral features in the mid-infrared (MIR) of these solids have been
studied for Galactic sources and in the Local Group, including the Magellanic Clouds, using
e.g. UKIRT, IRAS, ISO, Spitzer, and Herschel, over a range of wavelengths and spectral re-
solving power5,7,15,16,53,54,61,63,73,77,78,79,80,81,82,83. Surprisingly, it is found that the Fe-content of
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AGB dust is extremely low, although iron is significantly depleted from the gas phase in both
circumstellar and interstellar environments, and ∼90% of iron produced by stars should be in
dust grains52. Fe-bearing minerals are likely on mineralogical grounds but have not yet been
found38,52.
Silicates show multiple emission features in the range 20−100 µm, which depend critically
on their temperature and composition, and more specifically, on their relative content of Mg and
Fe22,62,84. In contrast, metallic iron and amorphous carbon have rather featureless dust continua.
Other C-rich dust, like graphite, SiC, and especially polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs)
do show emission features at 3 − 30 µm and the carriers of the 21 µm and 30 µm features in the
outflows of C-rich stars are currently still debated. The feature observed around 30 micron in
the outflows of C-stars is often attributed to MgS but its formation is unclear76.
We know very little about the dust composition at low metallicity. Recent studies suggest
that carbon dust may form independent of metallicity1,4,6,32, whereas silicate dust composition
likely has a strong metallicity dependence39. Moreover, current studies58,59 suggest that the
fraction of C-rich AGB stars is higher at lower metallicity, and, conversely, that the fraction
of O-rich AGB stars decreases with lower metallicity. However, there is a possibility that
the current surveys miss higher-M˙gas O-rich AGB stars that could significantly contribute to
the interstellar enrichment. Additionally, the balance between AGB stars and supernovae as
sources of dust input to the interstellar medium remains heavily debated and it is thus crucial
to characterize AGB populations and quantify their dust-mass loss at different metallicities.
The way forward: The dust composition and M˙dust of outflows in the Galactic Bulge and
throughout the Local Group (at much lower-than-solar metallicities) will be investigated with
the MIRI and NIRCam instruments on board the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST), but
ORIGINS and SPICA will provide further details on the chemical composition with their much
broader wavelength coverage. These missions could observe the outflows of additional Galactic
AGB stars which are not feasible with JWST because of saturation, and of AGB stars in the
Local Group that can be spatially isolated. SOFIA/FORCAST can be used for Galactic sources.
Dust-production efficiency can be derived for a large part of the Galactic AGB popula-
tion as we have estimates of both M˙gas and M˙dust. We do not have reliable dust-to-gas ratios
for extragalactic AGB stars since we have virtually no M˙gas-estimates33 (see above) and we
instead have to rely on indirect M˙gas-measurements86. To genuinely translate dust-mass-loss
rates into a degree of chemical enrichment of the host galaxies, we need to understand how ef-
ficiently the dust is produced. Constraints on the dust-production efficiency in environments of
substantially different metallicity are especially important in light of the discovery of extreme
AGB stars producing about 65% of the total dust budget in the Magellanic Clouds and M32,
but accounting for only 3% of the AGB population7,40,73,80. Are these objects also extreme in
their gas-mass-loss rates or is their dust-production efficiency substantially higher? How does
this relate to the metallicity? The proposed measurements of M˙gas and M˙dust, outlined above,
will directly serve to answer these questions.
Outflow drivers
Shocks Large-scale convective motions inside an AGB star replenish the outer stellar layers
with newly processed elements and cause granulation at the surface29,69. In combination with
long-period (100-1000 days) pulsations, these motions cause shocks in the star’s upper atmo-
sphere, which can manifest themselves as a low-filling factor chromosphere with temperatures
up to a few 104 K87. For reference, the effective temperature of an AGB star is typically in the
range 2000 − 3000 K18. The high temperatures and densities in the shocked material cause an
out-of-equilibrium chemistry13,14,30,56. The main questions surrounding shocks and their role
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in outflow driving are the following: How large is the region affected by shocks? Which den-
sities and temperatures are reached in the shocked material? How do the shocks relate to the
pulsation of the star, both in periodicity and strength?
The way forward: Observations of the stellar continuum and of molecular tracers, such
as SiO or vibrationally excited CO, can reveal the size of the pockets of shocked material
50,87,88 and provide constraints on the temperature and density of the shocked gas. Near-infrared
observations with e.g. IRTF/iSHELL of molecular bands of species that are highly abundant
in the upper stellar atmosphere – such as C2H2, HCN, SiO, or H2O – could trace the chemical
effect of shocks; IRTF/TEXES and SOFIA/EXES could do this for matter at a few to a few tens
of stellar radii; whereas SOFIA/GREAT and ORIGINS/HERO could do this in the far-infrared.
To disentangle the complex velocity field at the base of the outflow with infall and out-
flow, we require a resolution better than 1 km/s, since the contributions of molecular absorption
and emission otherwise become indistinguishable or undetectable. Moreover, the variability in
the emitted light over time can only be characterized using multi-epoch observations. Multi-
epoch, multi-frequency observations with ALMA can already now trace shock waves as they
propagate through the atmosphere in submm/mm tracers42,48. The in-depth treatment of the
molecular excitation using detailed, non-LTE radiative transfer models will be an essential step
in the analysis to characterize the effect of the variations in the stellar radiation field on the line
emission11,70, as opposed to changes in the molecular abundance caused by shocks.
Dust forms in the warm regions (1000-1500 K) close to the AGB star, although observa-
tions suggest that the smallest dust grains could form at even higher temperatures49. The
grains experience radiation pressure through absorption or scattering of incident stellar light
and are pushed radially outward. Momentum transfer to the gas leads to steady outflows that
build large circumstellar envelopes of gas and dust37. Since the opacities of different dust
species cause significantly different responses to radiation pressure from the incident stellar
light, wind-driving models depend critically on the dust properties. Grain size, density, and
opacity (absorption/emission cross-section) need to be well-constrained, especially at the base
of the outflows34. The observed outflow rates in the case of C-rich AGB stars can be repro-
duced, given optical properties of the carbonaceous dust. For O-rich AGB stars, however, a
number of open questions remain. Alumina form closest to the star, at ∼2R? 44,49,51,89 but can-
not drive the wind35. Iron-bearing silicates seem to represent a larger mass fraction of the total
dust in the outflow (e.g. ∼65% in the case of W Hya51), but are found only beyond 5R? 89
which rules them out as drivers at the base of the outflow. In order for radiation pressure to
be sufficient, scattering of stellar light on large Fe-free silicate grains close to the star has been
suggested34. The presence of large grains has been corroborated65,66,67, but the micro-physics
of their formation processes remains unclear. Which seed particles do the grains grow on? How
efficient is the gradual Fe-enrichment of silicates in the wind?
The way forward: Observations at high-angular resolution using e.g. VLT/SPHERE,
VLTI/MATISSE and the future E-ELT/METIS can provide the spatial information, size, and
density of dust close to the star47,49,66,67 in the case of Galactic sources. If ORIGINS/MISC
carries a coronagraph, it could trace the emission from solid-state bands at distances of a few
to a few tens of stellar radii in these outflows, where the dust grains grow to their final size
and composition. Improved knowledge of the bulk dust properties (see above) will set strong
constraints on the possible dust-condensation sequences.
Dust formation
Large uncertainties in the current wind-driving paradigm relate to the path of dust formation
and growth. Which molecules form the first clusters that serve as seeds for solid-grain growth?
Which are the relevant condensation sequences? What are the properties (size, shape, opacity)
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of the grains close enough to the star to drive a wind? Do these vary over the stellar pulsation
cycle? If so, how does this affect the outflow? Do these properties vary with metallicity?
Gas depletion and the chemical processes involved in the transition between the gas and
solid phases around AGB stars of all chemical types are currently only poorly characterized.
Several theoretical efforts have recently been made to understand this critical part of circum-
stellar chemistry3,30,31. Empirical constraints have to come from observations of both the dusty
and gaseous components in the upper atmosphere and at the base of the outflow of all chemical
types of AGB stars10,19,21,24,28,41,43,47,49,57. Additionally, there is a lack of characterization (both
observationally and theoretically) of the effect of dust grains on the gas chemistry. What is the
role of grain-surface reactions, evaporation, sputtering, etc.?
The way forward: Current efforts to measure the depletion of gas-phase species in the
dust-formation and growth processes lack access to sensitive, high-spectral resolution observa-
tions in the far-infrared. Whereas ALMA can observe at high-angular resolution and extremely
high sensitivity, a high-spectral resolution instrument on board a space-based facility like ORI-
GINS/HERO is needed to access transitions of H2O and hydrides, as well as high-excitation
lines of numerous other molecules considered critical in the dust formation and growth (e.g.
Ti-, Al-, Fe- bearing molecules)42,43. No other planned facility will be able to address this as-
pect of the fundamental question of how dust is formed. High-spatial resolution observations
with e.g. ALMA are additionally needed to study the effect of dust grains on gas chemistry23.
The first solids to appear in the outflows have not yet been characterized. In the case of
O-rich stars, large gas-phase clusters such as (Al2O3)n are likely candidates to form the first
dust grains. For C-rich stars, PAHs, have been suggested12,14.
The way forward: Clusters and PAHs show broad spectral features in the mid-/far-infrared
much like most dust species24,25 and there is a need for spectroscopic predictions. The enor-
mous wavelength coverage of SPICA and ORIGINS/OSS would be ideal to search for these.
E-ELT/METIS observations will be essential to test the presence of these very small clusters.
Variability: Ideally, future observations of gas depletion and dust formation will sample
the gas and dust (quasi-)simultaneously, to mitigate effects of variability on the analysis, and
at multiple epochs in time49, to characterize the chemical variability in the material through-
out the pulsation cycles of the stars (periods of a few hundred days) and provide empirical
constraints for true time-domain astrochemistry. The transit channel of ORIGINS/MISC could
measure the temporal variations in the dust emission in the outflow (see also above). Although
it is optimized for high-cadence time series (5s–1min), we could get low-spectral resolution
variability measures on timescales of tens of days.
Prospects and needs
Observations from current and upcoming facilities need to provide strong constraints on dust
formation and growth. This includes ground- and space-based facilities covering an enormous
wavelength range and covering a large variety of observational techniques.
Theory: The spectroscopy of molecules and clusters needs to be expanded in order to suc-
cessfully search for and identify the relevant spectral features. More theoretical efforts are
also needed to describe the chemical processes involved in the dust-gas chemistry, such as
molecular-cluster formation, grain-surface chemistry, and evaporation of gas from the grain
surfaces. To consider the effects of large-scale convective flows on the wind driving, 3D
radiation-hydrodynamical models of dust-driven winds need to be developed36, to complement
the spherically symmetric models used at present1,2,27,60. In addition, there will be a need for
hydrodynamical models that study the influence of the interaction between the stellar outflows
and the ISM on the properties of the dust grains that are deposited into the ISM. Finally, results
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from wind models and observations (mass-loss rates, molecular abundances, dust-to-gas ratios)
may be included in stellar evolution calculations for evolved stars55,56 to test their impact as a
function of stellar mass and metallicity.
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